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Promoting effective English language 
learning through holistic planning of 

major renewed emphases in the 
updated English KLA curriculum



Programme rundown
Time Focus

2:00 to 2:20 pm Part I
Introduction and updates of the English 
Language Education KLA Curriculum Guide

2:20 to 4:00 pm
(with a 15-minute 
break in between)

Part II
Holistic planning for school-based 
curriculum initiatives – considerations and 
examples
- Values education
- Reading across the Curriculum

4:00 to 4:15 pm Part III
Roles and responsibilities of curriculum 
leaders in bringing changes and 
innovations to the English curriculum
Part IV
Evaluation



Challenges ahead

existing jobs 
disappearing

globalisation

rapidly 
changing 
society

multiplicity of 
social values

CHANGEC

Nurturing 
21st century 

learners

Problem 
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Self-learning
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Critical 
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Values 
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Major renewed emphases of the English KLA curriculum

Literacy Development

e-Learning and Information Literacy

Integrative Use of Generic Skills

Values Education

STEM Education & Reading across the Curriculum

Learning and Teaching of Text Grammar

From Assessment for Learning to Assessment as Learning

Catering for the Needs of SEN and Gifted Students

Use 
multimodal 

texts
Add value 

to learning, 
teaching & 
assessment

Prepare for more 
complicated 

tasks
Improve value 
judgement & 

decision-making 
competencies

Support STEM 
through RaC

activitiesLearn grammar 
above the 

sentence level 
(coherence, 

structure & tone)
Facilitate self-

improvement and 
self-regulation

Pay attention to 
both less able 
and more able 

learners



Study

Work

Lifelong 

learning



Reading across the CurriculumKnowledge 
base



Objectives of Reading across the Curriculum

Widen 
reading 
horizons

Develop 
reading 

strategies

─ Enhance 
reading 
ability

─ Broaden 
knowledge 
base

Learn to read

Read to learn

English

Content 
subjects

Reading across 
the Curriculum

→ Link with other subjects
→ Broaden knowledge base
→ Enhance the interface between primary and secondary



Values educationValues 
building



• Enhance whole-person development
• Cope with the rapid societal changes 

and challenges in future life  lifelong 
learning, career development

Seven priority values and attitudes

Help students 
face complex 

challenges

Start values 
building at an 
early stage



What’s next?

Are you planning to introduce: 

Evaluation
Planning 
Implementation 
Evaluation

Adoption of a holistic approach 
in curriculum planning

English subject planning...

• Reading across the Curriculum
• Values education
• Or others?


